MAY
umpire casts the ball among the eight dancing
nervous ponies, and then . . .
Then ding-dong, hell for leather, for a solid hour,
all the thrills of a cavalry war, all the speed of base-
ball, all the skill of football and cricket and tennis
and hockey boiled down, concentrated and spread
out like jam over an English field.
The white ball flies forward, the eight men after
it; it flies back and, quick as flashes, the little
ponies turn and follow. Their eyes are on the ball,
they prick their ears as if desperately anxious to
catch the sound of it, to foresee its turns and twists.
Men and ponies are one in this amazing chase of
the white ball. There is a sudden bunch-up near
the goal, a clicking of sticks, and the ball gets free ;
an American gallops up and hits it towards the white
posts, the crowd stops breathing, a Hurlingham
pony leaps round like a cat, there is a flash of a
polo stick, the goal is saved, and the crowd shouts
its joy.
Then a gallop down field, a player well ahead
with the ball, a race after him, a miss, he hits it a
good smashing blow and—goal ! Then a bell calls
diem in ! The first chukker is over ! From beneath
the trees eight fresh, prick-eared ponies are led out,
and the eight little spring-heeled heroes of the first
fight come trotting in with wet withers.
Look round ! Under the trees the first ponies
are patted and congratulated by their grooms.
They are being rubbed down and unsaddled and
rugged-up and fussed. Now and again they twist
their clever little heads towards the field as if
following the fortune of that glorious mad battle,
as if anxious to see how their pals are serving their
men.
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